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Description of the problem



idea: social and mobility aspects

basics and definitions

causal loop diagram

simplifications

VENSIM model / analyses



idea

create a causal loop diagram for modeling correlations between social 
aspects and mobility behaviour

•high importance for mobility behaviour 

•often underrepresented in order to rational oriented aspects (time, energy,…)

•hypothesis: 

social aspects are important factors for mobility behaviour even if they 
are not linked directly



basics

•stocks

•flows

•variables / constants

•external world / boundaries

•exogenous / endogenous variables

(odd number of negative links )



problem 1: heterogenity

•very high heterogenity

•individual dependence

•differentiate in several cities, cultures and environments

•very different data quality

concentrate on an exemplary city with highly available data: 

City of Vienna



advantages of Vienna
•high quality statistic data available

•exemplary for western european metropolis

•extensive mobility data including trends and targets of transport policies



problem 2: quantifiability

•The aim was to find some usable and quantifiable entities for our model. 

•Social aspects define a very wide range of entities and most of them are hard to 

quantify (happyness, quality of life, freedom, self-realization,…) 

•We found no possibility for quantifying in order to use the aspects as calculatable

entities in a VENSIM model (only possibility: subjective rankings)

So we decided to concentrate on quantifyable factors (family size, household 

income, population,…)



problem 3: simplicity

•we started a brainstorming process to create several causal loop diagrams

• then we joined them to a final cld

•as a result the cld became extremly complicated with less quantifiable factors

main conclusions:

•simplify the model

•concentrate on a few central factors with quantifiable correlations

•define some final entities for the model



Description of the entities



Final model
•Density of the city

•Population

•Car modal split

•Number of business and 
education opportunities

•Household size

•Monthly salary

•Car trips Environmental
friendly trips

•Number of mobile person

•Monthly living costs

•Inflation rate 

•Costs of transport

•Costs per car trip

•Costs per environmental
friendly trip

•Birth rate

•Death rate
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Entities



Average trip rate

Constant trip

rate with 3,3 
trips per day



Average number of car trips

Modal split in Vienna:

PT 35%

Car 33%

Cycling 5%

Walking 27%

Car modal split = Constant value for density of city impact / Density of the city
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Average number of environmental

friendly trips

Average number of environmental 

friendly trips per month

Average number of total trips per person per month 

Average car trip per person per month



Household size, number of mobil 

persons

Household size

Average household size 

No. of Business and education opportunities 0,005 

0,05 



Cost of transport per household



No. of business and education

opportunities = ECONOMIC POWER

No. of business and education opportunities

Density of the city 0,001 



Monthly earning

We assume the monthly

earning with 1.647 €



Cumulative saving of disposable money



Average cost per household per month

Average cost per household  per month

((Monthly costs of transport per household       Average cost 
per person per month )         Household size       annual 

inflation rate)        Household size



Density of the city

•Density of the city = Population/ area of the city

•Constant value for density of city impact= 121710

•Modal split = Constant value for density of city impact / 

Density of the city



Population



Building the model in VENSIM

























Major modelling issue 

• Unproven relationship

– Relationship between city density and car modal 

shift (-ve) 

– City density and No. Of business and education 

opportunity (+ve)

– No. Of business and education opportunity and 

average Household size (-ve)



Scenario analyses



Alternative possible outcomes in the future ?

We have  to consider different parameters and  their impacts 

on the development of this social-economical concept

� Birth rate

� Death Rate

� Annual inflation rate

� Area of the city



Birth rate and density
Increasing the birth rate improves the system. 

The prosperity is increasing and the quality of life with it. 

If the birth rate is falling down, all the parameters are falling down.

=> The growth of population is needed for the prosperity.



Birth rate=0.02



Birth rate=0.002



Death rate and density

As the death rate is decreasing from 0.1 to 0.02, all the different 

items of our model are staying constant. The only thing which is

increasing is the average saving of income.

If the death rate is going to 0.5 (in case of a war for example), 

every items which are describing our model are falling down.



Death rate = 0.01



Death rate = 0.1



Annual inflation rate

When the inflation rate is growing, the directly concerned 

parameter is the average income 



Annual inflation rate = 1.02



Annual inflation rate = 4.2



Area of the city

When the area of the city is increasing, the average  environmental 

friendly trip per month is increasing. 

All the other parameters are staying quite the same.



Area of the city = 414 km²



Area of the city = 1500 km²



Probability

Impact
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